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Directions: In this section you will read several passages. Each one is

followed by several questions about it. You are to choose ONE best

answer, (A), (B), (C) or (D), to each question. Answer all the

questions following each passage on the basis of what is stated or

implied in that passage and write the letter of the answer you have

chosen in the corresponding space in your ANSWER BOOKLET.

Questions 1-5 When Harvey Ball took a black felt-tip pen to a piece

of yellow paper in 1963, he never could have realized that he was

drafting the face that would launch 50 million buttons and an

eventual war over copyright. Mr. Ball, a commercial artist, was

simply filling a request from Joy Young of the Worcester Mutual

Insurance Company to create an image for their "smile campaign" to

coach employees to be more congenial in their customer relations. It

seems there was a hunger for a bright grinthe original order of 100

smiley-face buttons were snatched up and an order for 10,000 more

was placed at once. The Worcester Historical Museum takes this

founding moment seriously. "Just as youd want to know the

biography of General Washington, we realized we didnt know the

comprehensive history of the Smiley Face," says Bill Wallace, the

executive director of the historical museum where the exhibit



"SmileyAn American Icon" opens to the public Oct. 6 in Worcester,

Mass. Worcester, often referred to by neighboring Bostonians as

"that manufacturing town off Route 90," lays claim to several other

famous commercial firsts, the monkey wrench and shredded wheat

among them. Smiley Face is a particularly warm spot in the citys

history. Through a careful historical analysis, Mr. Wallace says that

while the Smiley Face birthplace is undisputed, it took several phases

of distribution before the distinctive rounded-tipped smile with one

eye slightly larger than the other proliferated in the mainstream. As

the original buttons spread like drifting pollen with no copyright

attached, a bank in Seattle next realized its commercial potential.

Under the guidance of advertising executive David Stern, the
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